The Company´s vision is to provide
excellent production quality by
implementation of X-ray inspection
to the manufacturing companies.
ELEDUS was established in Brno in early 2014
based on previous experience in the ﬁeld of X-ray
equipment and electronics development. The goal
of the company is to increase the availability of the
X-ray devices in order to extend the use of the
X-ray inspection in manufacturing processes.
In order to truly extend and make X-ray available

CZECH DEVELOPMENT,
CZECH PRODUCTION,
CZECH QUALITY
All our machines are engineered by our
developers in mechanical, electrical
and software terms. As a result, it is

in the majority of the companies, we have

possible to ﬂexibly respond to the

designed several modeling X-ray devices, which

needs of companies and customize our

can be customized according to the needs of
a particular company. Due to the fact, that we
design and manufacture our machines ourselves
we can handle very speciﬁc requirements.
Therefore, we can design our machines bespoke.

devices individually. We also manufacture and install the devices by
ourselves, therefore we can supervise
the quality of the production so we can
be 100% sure that our devices are
made in the best way possible.

Cabinet X-ray devices

Automatic algorithms
evaluation

Robotized X-ray
workplaces

Custom development
and production

THE MOST
COMMON AREAS
OF X-RAY’S
UTILIZATION
Automotive

Electronics

The automotive industry requires

Modern

quality compliance at a very high

demands on the quality of assembly.

level. Due to the high volumes, it is

It has to be checked very strictly. The

statistically very likely that some

transition to lead-free solder causes

NOK pieces will occur during the

huge

production. Majority of the defects

In many cases, these problems cannot

can be detected by the X-ray

be inspected by optical methods. By

inspection.

using X-ray it is possible to detect short

For

recommend

fast

automotive,
X-ray

we

image

circuits

electronics

problems

under

require

during

the

high

soldering.

components,

capturing devices. In this industry

furthermore you can detect bubbles

X-ray needs to be upgraded in the

(voids) in the component joints or just

form of automatic fault evaluation

poor connections. It is also used for

or robotization of product storing

circuit board inspections where, thanks

and selection.

to the X-ray or CT, it is possible to inspect
inner layers of the printed circuit board.

Security

Metrology

X-ray is very useful tool for safety

Thanks to the mechanical accuracy of

purposes. Thanks to it, it is possible to

our devices and advanced software,

inspect boxes, parcels, bags or letters

X-ray and CT can also be used for

without opening them. Prevention is for

measurements.

the safety one of the most important

applicable for the inspection of casting

thing, therefore any bigger institution

channels or for examination of inner

should be equipped with the X-ray.

structure of the product.

Science and research

Aerospace

In the lab, X-ray is very useful helper.

Aerospace is an industry ﬁeld where

Thanks to the option of examine the

the quality must always be top notch.

internal structures, in majority of the

Therefore, it is not possible to

cases X-ray does not have an alternative

dispatch any products without being

substitution. For example, it is used

perfectly inspected. X-ray is ranked in

during

new

the highest levels of inspection. All

materials, new electronic components or

aerospace products should undergo

for checking the composite of building

X-ray inspection.

the

development

of

This

is

especially

compounds. Furthermore, it is used in
the ﬁelds such as archeology and
anthropology.

Casting industry

Welding

During casting of the products, the high

Welding inspection is one of the most

quality of the casting is a prerequisite for

common uses of X-ray in the industry.

proper strength. This means that any air

As with castings, even in welds, the

bubbles or other impurities must not be

internal structure is being inspected.

contained in the internal structure. Check

Emphasis is placed on detection of

for the internal defects is possible by

internal cracks, air bubbles in the

using 2D X-ray as well as 3D CT machines.

welded

The usage of CT reconstruction for

failures. During welding inspection of

inspection has a number of advantages

hard materials, more powerful X-ray

because it is possible to identify the exact

has to be used.

position of the defects. It is also possible
to measure the volume of air bubbles in
the castings.

joints

and

many

other

SCIOX SMT
Versatile X-ray machine
for electronics inspection

SCIOX SMT is a compact X-ray device for
quality inspection of the assembly. It is
suitable

for

small

and

medium-sized

companies as well as an additional X-ray
device for larger enterprises. The SMT is
clearly one of the most economical cabinet
X-ray designs for serial production, piece
production and analytical purposes.

X-ray allows taking advantage
of geometric magniﬁcation
Economic variant of X-ray
for electronics
Positioning system for convenient
manipulation with sample
Completely shielded device does
not require special permissions
Simple manipulation with the device
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Printed circuit

Soldered BGA connections -

Electronical and

Cooling pads

boards check

defects in connections

mechanical products

of components

Electromechanical

Sensors and gears

Electronical components

components

X-ray inspection using the

Comfortable service

SCIOX SMT

and updates

SCIOX SMT X-ray oﬀers a wide range of X-ray

Connection to the internet allows remote

sources and detectors to suit the needs of the

diagnostics in the case of any problems with

business. Working with X-ray is very simple

the device. Service interval is signiﬁcantly

thanks to the supplied software and learning

shortened because the technician already

how to operate the device is a matter of a few

knows what needs to be replaced. It is also

minutes. When using our X-ray for serial

possible to update your system remotely to

scanning, you will appreciate very fast image

newer versions.

capture and easy insertion of the sample.

Quick and detailed analysis

3D CT Ready

X-ray SCIOX SMT is designed for both regular

The SCIOX SMT is ready for extension with CT

and detailed analysis to cover a complex area

capture and processing module. The module

of X-ray inspection in the electronics business.

can be purchased at the time of purchase, or it

Simple analysis can be done right after the

can be purchased additionally. The design of

image capture, directly in the X-ray window.

the device allows both.

For more detailed analyses, the software
features

advanced

features

to

highlight

defects, image ﬁltering and image sharpening.

Complexity of the solution
SCIOX SMT is supplied as a comprehensive system including everything you need for the work. The device
is equipped with an integrated computer with large memory for storing the images complemented by a
monitor with high-resolution and contrast for quality image viewing. Thanks to the compact design of the
X-ray and the installed wheels, the device can be easily transported between workplaces within the
company.

SCIOX ANGLE
Professional cabinet X-ray device

SCIOX Angle meets the most demanding X-ray inspection requirements. It can be used in
many areas of quality control such as soldering inspection, casting inspection or detailed
product structure analysis. Unlike most of our other devices, the SCIOX Angle is equipped
with an open X-ray tube.

Large working area
for inspected object
Ability to inspect objects
from diﬀerent angles
1000x magniﬁcation
Proportional motion
control
Completely shielded
device does not
require special
permissions
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PCB inspection

Sensors and gears

Voids inside the solder

Electromechanical

Electronical

balls of the BGA

components

components

Aluminium castings

Plastic components

Detailed inspection

All you need for work

from every angle

The device is delivered together with all

SCIOX Angle is designed to perform detailed
inspection

both

in

production

and

development. Thanks to the open X-ray tubes,
replaceable targets and ﬁlaments, we achieve
a high lifetime of X-ray tubes while maintaining
a minimum focal size (up to 2 μm). X-ray tubes
have a wide voltage range from 20 kV to 160 kV,
which makes this device very ﬂexible and
universal. It can be used not only for inspection
of plastic products, but also for inspection
of metal parts.

necessary HW, including powerful computer
and preinstalled analytical and control program
SCIOX Software, therefore it can be used right
out of the box.
After ﬁtting the device in, it is necessary to plug
in the electricity and the internet. SCIOX Angle is
already equipped with two 24-inch monitors for
higher work eﬃciency. Manipulation with all
axes of the positioning system is proportional,
ensured by using the 3D mouse. Alternatively,
you can control everything from the keyboard
or mouse directly from the control application.

Remote service and updates

3D CT Ready

With the internet connection, you get the latest

The SCIOX Angle is ready for extension with CT

updates to the device very quickly. In case of

capture and CT processing module. The

any problems with the device, it is possible to

module can be purchased at the time of

do remote diagnostics and, if possible, service.

purchase, or it can be purchased additionally.

In case of a problem that cannot be ﬁxed

The design of the device allows both. SCIOX

remotely, the technician will have a detailed

Angle captures CT images using the planar CT

description of the problem, thanks to the

(laminography).

remote diagnostics, and will be ready for
service.

SCIOX POWER
Powerful X-ray
for production
and assembly
inspections.

SCIOX Power is applicable in a wide
range of manufacturing companies.
Thanks to the large detection area, the
X-ray is able to inspect even larger
objects. SCIOX Power can be used
in manufacturing process for wide range
of inspection tasks. It can check both
complex

multi-material

products

or

small castings.

TDI detector with large detection area
Wide use in manufacturing process
Completely shielded device does
not require any special permissions
Simple device manipulation
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Completeness of products

Products with springs

Completeness of packages

Inventorying

Electromechanical products

Smaller casts

Simple X-ray inspection

Safety ﬁrst

SCIOX Power devices excel in the ease of use

We pay high attention to the security of all our

and wide range of application across company

devices, the same applies for SCIOX Power. The

from the inspection of input materials to the

device is completely shielded so the device

package completeness inspection of the ﬁnal

vicinity is not exposed to radiation. On top of

product. The control of the device is very

that, security is ensured by several security

simple and intuitive so it can be used by

features. For example, the radiation source is

everyone.

immediately shut down if the door of the device
is opened during the X-ray.

Works right out of the box

Remote support, service and

Our devices are always delivered ready to use

updates

right out of the box. After the delivery, we will
take care of the initial setup and after few
minutes the device is ready for the inspection.
Part of the device is a monitor for the analysis
and all necessary wires. We also take care of
the registration of the device in the appropriate
oﬃces of the nuclear safety.

Thanks to the modern technologies, the
device itself analyzes potential risks and
defects. If there is any problem with the
device, it automatically reports the error to the
service center where it can be quickly solved. If
service is required, the technicians will already
know what problem are they facing, therefore
they can prepare all necessary equipment and
spare parts. Using the internet, you can
perform remote updates or backup the
captured images to the cloud storage.

SCIOX ROBOX
Automated X-ray inspection
of production

Automation and robotization of manufacturing processes have huge impact in industrial
world. SCIOX RoboX is an X-ray control system designed for direct integration into the
production process. It not only performs measurements, but thanks to advanced
evaluation algorithms it can also reliably evaluate OK and NOK pieces and it also
automatically selects and analyze big data to detect for example a recurring error in the
production process.
Robotic solutions are adapted to speciﬁc production
Automatic manipulation, measurement,
evaluation and selection
The fastest performing of X-ray
inspection with evaluation
Using robots from diﬀerent
manufacturers such as KUKA,
Staubli, ABB, …
Online process
monitoring
Data archiving,
reporting, backup
3D CT Ready
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Serial and mass
production

Automotive

Casting industry

Plastics manufacturing

Fully or partially automated

X-ray based on the production,

X-ray inspection

not production based on the X-ray

The regular inspection by human operator is

The robotic control workplace with X-ray is

often insuﬃcient and incompatible with the large

adapted according to particular business. The

volume production, where emphasis placed on

size of the workplace, the speed of the inspection

high quality and reliability. Furthermore, manual

and the automation degree of the evaluation are

inspection by an operator could be source of

the parameters that are the most important for

critical errors caused by human factor which can

us. Each robotic X-ray is designed to handle the

be eliminated by the automatic robotic system.

production capacity of the company and became
part of the production processes.

Expandability, variety,

Inteligence2

CT ready

SCIOX RoboX is by far the most intelligent system

The robotic workspace can be designed from the
basic

degree

of

automation

requiring

co-operation with the operator up to fully
automated system. Typically, the system is
designed to gradually upgrade the automation
degree of the system, according to the company's
current needs. Because the robotic arms with the
high precision are used, SCIOX RoboX can be also
extended by automatic CT imaging.

in our portfolio. It is able to automatically capture
product images and cooperate with broad variety
of products. Before the inspection, the robot
automatically detects what product is being
inspected and adjusts the control program
accordingly. More advanced evaluation systems
can reliably evaluate whether the product being
tested is okay or defective and needs to be
discarded. On top of that, it is also possible to
analyze big data and ﬁnd out what is the source
of the error.

SCIOX BOX
Industry Component „X-ray“

The SCIOX Box product brings revolution in X-ray technologies for automated industry.
It is suitable for electronics and mechatronic components inspection. SCIOX Box is fully
integrable

component

for

machine producers who need
X-ray inspection. Installation
is similar to common industry
camera.

Industry component
for machines
Fully automated X-ray
or CT inspection
Integration is easy as adding
industry cameras
Fully radiation shielded,
you do not need any
special license
Can be used with most
robot arms
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Revolution in X-ray inspection
Have you ever considered use of X-ray in automated
machine? If yes, you probably saw lots of issues such as
legislative requirements, design of radiation shielding
and others. That time is over. Just place the SCIOX Box in
reach of robot arm which puts the sample inside and
you are ready to X-ray. Easy and Safe.

Easy setup
Basic construction of SCIOX Box is compatible with Al
construction proﬁles. Installation is very easy. We have
version

with

integrated

proﬁles

on

the

outside

construction which makes montage even much easier.
Electric connection is done by one 230V(120V) cable,
there are two ethernet cables for communication and
one cable for beacon. Yes, it is that easy.

Software support
We develop our own software. Standard libraries are
written for C#. We can provide the driver libraries in other
languages and design tools such as: Python, C/C++, Java,
LabView and others. Based on your need we can design
any automated inspection library for defect recognition.
The SMART version of the device is what you are looking
for. It contains the computer and you will get OK/NOK
result for your PLC or other controller unit. You can
consult use of the SCIOX Box with our programmer team
who will help you to implement it easily.

Safety is a priority
SCIOX Box contains fully integrated X-ray radiation shield.
Robot which puts the product inside has a door with
safety switch on its arm which closes the shield. Without
the door closed the X-ray cannot run. Whole shield meets
international standard for small radiators (<1µSv/h in
10cm). You do not need any special license to use the
X-ray. It is simple and safe as industry camera adding.

SCIOX SECURITY
Security X-ray for checks
of parcels, bags, letters...

The X-ray capabilities can be also used in
the area of safety measures. Thanks to its
permeability, it is possible to check for the
undesirable objects in the parcels at the
post oﬃce. Device control is as simple as
possible and thanks to its large scanning
area of the detector it is easy to check
even larger objects. On top of that, X-ray
can detect spy bugs hidden in the
inspected items.

Solution for security checks
Simple and fast installation
The inner space for objects
560 x 560 x 560 mm
Quick acquisition of a large image
One button control
Completely shielded device does not
require special permissions
Can be operated on battery
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Oﬃces, courts,
schools

Post oﬃces,
hospitals, prisons

Concerts and public
events

Spy bugs
detector

Easy to use
The design of SCIOX Security is focused
on simple installation and use. The
X-ray is installed within few minutes
and ready to use. Capturing of the
image is only a button’s click away.
Using X-ray can no longer be easier.

Unwanted item, guns,
spy bugs
With the SCIOX Security X-ray machine,
you can easily check the content of the
packages or luggage to see if there are
any undesirable items such as guns,
knives or other weapons. With SCIOX
Security, you can also detect hidden
wiretapping in common products, such
as extension cables, lights, computer
mice, keyboards, etc.

Safety use for more safety
SCIOX Security is completely shielded so
genuinely everyone can use it. Neither
the operator nor anything in the
surroundings is exposed to radiation
during the use. Neither the objects after
the inspection does not radiate any
radiation so you can check nearly
everything.

SCIOX SMT

SCIOX SW

Všestranný rentgen pro kontrolu elektroniky
SCIOX SMT je kompaktní RTG přístroj pro kontroly kvality osazování. Je
vhodný pro malé a střední společnosti, případně jako doplňkový
rentgen pro větší společnosti. Varianta SMT je jednoznačně jednou z
nejekonomičtějších provedení kabinetového rentgenu určený jak pro
sériové kontroly, tak pro kusové, analytické účely.

Unique software
for X-ray image
capturing, analyzing
and archiving

Convenient work with SCIOX devices is

Controlling, analyzing and

ensured

archiving program

by

sophisticated

control

software that oﬀers many features such
as simple setup of the device, X-ray
image capture and analysis followed by

Customizable according to customer needs
Additional modules for better analysis

data archiving. Because the application

Direct archiving of images into the

is developed for the needs of X-ray

database

analysis, it is equipped with many
features for better fault evaluation.

Possibility of direct connection
with cloud service

PROGRAM

Setting X-Ray parameters

Measurement function

FEATURES

Manipulation with the positioning

Pseudo 3D reconstruction

system
Editing image dynamics
Adding tags to images

Saving pictures to the database
Capturing images for
CT reconstruction

Pseudo 3D reconstruction

Image analysis

This additional module allows you to

Individual cases can be opened in the program and

model a 3D object for better visualization

analyzed at any time. SW allows you to mark defects in

of X-ray attenuation. Inspection in the 3D

the images, apply digital ﬁlters and, of course, export

model can be improved by color scaling,

the result into a picture or a comprehensive PDF report.

which increases distinctive capabilities.

In this section, it is also possible to create a simple link
to the company's information system.

X-ray setup and control
Simple

setup,

of

X-ray

For easy searching of the captured images, three level

with

image

database is available in the SCIOX SW. That allows you

capture allows quick and easy use of the

to easily distinguish various projects, production dates

X-ray device during product inspection.

and target customers. It is also possible to search using

parameters

storage

Clear database structure

combined

the plain text, barcode readers, Data Matrix, QR, RFID or
NFC codes. The database can be archived to the cloud
service to give you complete security for your data.

Cloud Services

Robotics & Automation

SCIOX SW can be connected to cloud
services to provide maximum data

In the case of Robotics & Automation module, it is

security. This module allows backups on

possible to design a custom program for robotic or

local or remote servers. Our company

automated product inspection. Depending on the type

also takes care of remote storage so you

of objects studied and the type of defects, it is possible

do not have to worry about the server

to design a suitable method based on advanced

maintenance and data backups.

mathematical analysis and neural networks.

Volume Graphics Studio
Premium program for reconstruction
of CT images
For the reconstruction, visualization and analysis of CT images, we
use Volume Graphics Studio software on our devices. Even the basic
version of the program allows for extensive analysis, especially
when viewing the data as a 3D model. The program oﬀers many
plugins to make a number of advanced analyses such as casting
porosity analysis, model comparison with CAD data, automatic size
measurement or composite ﬁber analysis are worth mentioning.

CUSTOM X-RAY
EXAMINATION
Have you ever needed to check your product using the X-ray? Whether you need
one-time, short-term or even long-term X-ray inspection, ELEDUS is the company that
you are looking for. We can help you to inspect your prototype or even entire
production.
Custom X-ray inspection is the suitable service for ﬂexible inspection or selection
using our X-ray devices. The service is suitable for both small prototype production
companies and for large volume production companies (e.g. automotive suppliers).
The proof of the quality is a frequent customers demand. Thanks to our data
archiving service, you are able to show customers the quality of a particular piece. The
pictures are marked with the serial number of the part (loaded with 1D or 2D code), so
they can be traced back several years after capturing. You will never lose the data
because the servers are regularly backed up so you will be able to prove the quality in
case of claim for replacement.
For the inspection of the large volume series, we can ﬂexibly deliver the X-ray inspection
device anywhere in the Czech Republic (after agreement even to abroad) and with our
trained operators perform the X-ray inspection and selection in your company. Smaller
series or one-oﬀ inspections are usually carried out in our laboratory in Brno.

Simply and safely
No dangerous radiation around the
device
No special zones required
Regular 230V power supply
No large workplace required
Quick start of inspection
and selecting

Cleverly
Possibility of long-term data archiving in
the cloud
Pairing the image with its 1D or 2D code
Proof of quality in case of claim for
replacement
Regular report processing from
inspection

Economically
Provide clear proof of the quality to
customers
Direct selection of OK and NOK
pieces
Fast feedback
Inspect up to 6000 pcs per day

CONTACT
info@eledus.cz
www.eledus.cz

